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.e increase of multimedia content in e-commerce and entertainment services creates a new research gap in the field of
recommendation systems. .e main emphasis of the presented work is on increasing the accuracy of multimedia recom-
mendations using visual semantic content. Recent approaches have shown that the inclusion of visual information is helpful to
understand the semantic features for a recommendation model. .e researchers have contributed to the field of multimedia item
recommendations using low-level visual semantic features. Here, we seek to extend this contribution by exploring the high-level
visual semantic content using constant visual attributes for video game recommendation systems. With the exponential growth of
multimedia content in the video game industry in the last decade, researchers investigate the importance of personalized video
game recommendation techniques. Previous methods have not investigated the importance of visual semantic content for video
game recommendations. A practical recommendation system for video games is challenging due to the data diversity, level of user
interest, and semantic complexity of features involved. .is study proposed a novel method named Deep Visual Semantic
Multimedia Recommendation Systems (D_VSMR) to deal with high-level visual features for multimedia recommendation
systems. A visual semantic-based video game recommendation system utilizing deep learning methods for visual content learning
and user profile learning is introduced. .e proposed approach employs content-based techniques to expand users’ profiles. .e
user profile expansion is based on the visual content of games. .e required datasets have been obtained from video game
e-commerce platforms like Google Play Store and Amazon for evaluation purposes. .e evaluation results have shown that the
proposed approach’s accuracy and effectiveness have been improved up to 95.87% compared to the other state-of-the-
art methods.

1. Introduction

Recommendation systems are software applications that aim
to support users in decision-making while interacting with
large information spaces. Recommendation systems help
overcome the information overload problem by exposing
users to the most interesting items and offering novelty,
surprise, and relevance [1]. Recommendation systems collect
information about user preferences for a set of items (e.g.,
movies, songs, books, news, applications, websites, travel
destinations, and e-learning materials) [2]. .is information
is then used to make personalized predictions on items or
products, such as which video one may want to watch on

Netflix or which books to buy from Amazon [3]. Addi-
tionally, users can mark each item on these systems to
express their preferences; these expressions are called rat-
ings..e concept of recommendation systems was presented
to decrease the challenges of sizeable digital trace data,
inspect and retrieve the large data sets, and optimize relevant
systems [4]. Recommendations can be about any product,
for example, books, videos, music, TV programs, research
resources, websites, and video games [5]. Traditionally, these
systems use two recommendation techniques, that is, con-
tent-based filtering, in which recommendations are based on
the content items targeted by the users and relevant features
of the item [5], and collaborative filtering [6], which is based
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on observed behaviors of the users while interacting with the
systems and filters out those with similar behavior. In recent
years, different features combination has been proposed to
design these types of systems.

Two types of attributes are used for user profile ex-
pansion, that is, explicit attributes and implicit attributes.
Explicit attributes help expand user profiles using demo-
graphic information such as gender, occupation, and city. In
contrast, implicit information is obtained from multimedia
features, that is, audio, text, and visual data. In the last two
decades, recommendation systems have started getting
feedback from users regarding ratings on their preferences
for online purchasing, books, movies, and videos [7]. Recent
research has investigated the importance of social, context-
aware [8], and multimedia content recommendation [9]. In
a social recommendation, the user’s connectivity is collected
and used for recommendations [10]. In the context-aware
recommendation, the researchers investigate and evaluate
the relation of contextual data and factors’ impact on rec-
ommendation processes. .e multimedia recommendations
are content-based techniques that exploit the audio, textual,
and visual features of the product and enhance the user
profile, thus increasing the recommendation system’s
performance.

Recommendation systems leveraging multimedia data-
sets are rich in features that can help to expand and reveal
user preferences. Multimedia feature-based recommenda-
tion systems play an important role in the decision-making
process to cope with the information overload problem.
Recently researchers have contributed to the field of mul-
timedia recommendations using low-level and high-level
visual semantic features. In the last decade, researchers
investigated the importance of visual attributes in various
fields. Most existing research on semantic high-level visual
features is based on fashion, movies, food, and news. .ese
features have been extracted using different techniques, that
is, extracting low-level features and making a descriptor for
movie recommendation systems [11]. Using high-level
features, a CNN architecture recommends fashion items for
the e-commerce domain [12]. In some of the applications of
recommendation systems, high-level features are not con-
stant; for example, in movies, actors have different guises in
different characters.

.e present work explores the importance of high-level
visual content using constant attributes for multimedia
recommendation systems for video games. Video game is a
billion-dollar industry that aims to provide a better expe-
rience to users with the help of recommendation systems.
However, video game recommendation systems suffer from
a lack of innovation [13]. It is critical to study the video game
genre compared to other fields due to its versatile and open
nature [14]. Furthermore, the robust and varied attributes of
the video game will be used in this research to investigate the
relation of visual content in-game recommendation systems.
To the best of our knowledge, very few research works have
been conducted on the video game recommendation do-
main. Although many other recommendation techniques
have been extrapolated for video game recommendation,
such as rating and metadata, visual content is not used for

game recommendation. Video game recommendation
systems play an important role in helping game users cope
with information overload. Content-based video game
recommendation systems use explicit structure (mate-data
and description genre) information for product retrieval. It
is necessary to require rich set side information for features
about videos. Such information is human-generated and
prone to error. In the last few years, researchers paid
attention to visual and textual multimedia recommendation
systems.

.is work presents a multimedia recommendation
system for video game recommendations based on the visual
semantic features of games to extend user profiles. For that
purpose, we obtain data from platforms like Play Store and
Amazon to extract visual content, test validation, and
evaluate. In addition, the user’s demographical profile in-
formation is also used, such as rating, id, and product
features that have been obtained from explicit and implicit
sources such as tags, descriptions, and visual content. .e
following contributions are reported in the presented study:

(a) A user preference profile is developed based on the
high-level features of each product. .ese features
are retrieved by semantic visual features. .e re-
trieved features are then integrated with the user
preference.

(b) A recommendation model is proposed, namely, deep
visual semantic-based multimedia recommendation
systems (D-VSMR). A deep recommendation model
is used to learn the user and product features.
D-VSMR uses visual features to model user pref-
erences and product attributes.

(c) We have evaluated the recommendations based on
novel visual features of video games data. Experi-
ments are performed on the Google Play Store and
recently released Amazon dataset [15].

.e rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
related work based on the game recommendation techniques
and visual semantic recommendation has been discussed.
Section 3 will discuss the proposed methodology. In Sections 4
and 5, the experimental results and evaluation methods are
detailed. .e discussion is presented in Section 6.

2. Related Work

2.1. Game Recommendation Techniques. In recent decades,
the video game market has flourished considerably, hin-
dering decision-making while interacting with huge infor-
mation. .e existing studies can be categorized as game
product recommendation [16], game development process
recommendation [17], and video game recommendation to
users [18]. .e features used for game recommendation
systems are varied; the existing work shows that the main
features used for recommendations are metadata, profile
expansion, textual and visual features, and ratings. A few
state-of-the-art methods used for video game recommen-
dation are shown in Table 1. Recently some researchers have
paid importance to in-game product recommendations to
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users according to the need of the game. In [18], a game
recommendation system has proposed a solution for cold-
start problem using content-based behavioural telemetry
features. Due to the lack of available datasets, they used a
survey dataset for solving the cold-start problem. In addi-
tion, they have used only metadata and ratings for their
study. In [19], they integrated the game-level activities and
designed a neural network for the recommendation and
collected data from 24 users..is approach was based on the
player in-game profiling and taxonomy of game activities.
However, they have not considered multimedia features for
profile expansion. In another study, the Tensor Factorization
algorithm was used to expand user profile and proposed a
solution for in-game content recommendation using latent
factor models [16]. Particularly, their focus was on role
playing games only for in-game recommendations for users.
Containerized Amazon recommendation system (CARS)
[20] have been proposed based on textual features such as
reviews for data validation and experiments that have used
video game datasets. In [21], the author made a comparative
study and tested deep learning recommendation architec-
tures for game recommendation (FM, DeepNN, and
Deepfm) and textual reviews of users. .eir work concluded
that sentiments of user reviews are not helpful for video
game recommendation and deep learning architectures are
efficient for video game recommendations. In [22], a hybrid
video game recommendation system has been proposed
based on a stem dataset, considering the hours of play to
obtain implicit ratings for a particular user.

.e above studies have done significant work in video
game recommendations. .e limitations exist in using
multimedia features for video game recommendation sys-
tems. Despite this, the reported studies work on content-
based recommendations [18] or collaborative recommen-
dations [23, 24]. A systematic study was performed for a
recommendation system for video game developers using
the developer process and recommended a new project using
previous game development experience [17]. In line with the
survey reported in 2018, [25] described the importance of
using multimedia features for multimedia recommenda-
tions. Few studies also work hybrid filtering-based algo-
rithms for recommendations of video games.

2.2. Visual Semantic Recommendation. Generally, recom-
mendation systems exploit visual content features by
availing semantic interpretation [1]. Furthermore, multi-
media content processing has the same steps, that is, seg-
mentation, feature extractions, item representation, and

semantic orientations. .ese visually explainable recom-
mendation systems mainly deal with machine learning
techniques using high-level and low-level semantic visual
features.

.e initial work in visually explainable recommendation
systems proposed using convolution neural network (CNN)
and semantic regions [21–24]. Additionally, in [26], the
author proposed a multimedia recommendation system,
attentive collaborative filtering (ACF), for low-level se-
mantic attributes using component and item-level hierar-
chical attention. Visual Part-based Object Representation
(VPOR) [27], a personalized user preference recommen-
dation system, was proposed based on user interest calcu-
lations, using low-level visual semantic features. In [28], the
author investigates the importance of visual features for food
recipe recommendation systems using low-level visual se-
mantic features and metadata. .e results have shown that
recipe images are the key features to increase users’ attention
and explore the feasibility of alternative meals with similar
healthier dishes. Using their textual features, a dynamic
RNN was proposed to capture user preference from the
semantic video information [29]. Fashion recommendations
are based on disjoint cloths parts and aesthetics represen-
tation, where the models learn from visual content to make
personalized recommendations. Hierarchical FashionGraph
Network (HFGN) [30] attempted to aggregate the low-level
visual information with user and item features to estimate
the user preference using attention mechanisms based on
outfits (fashion recommendation). Similar to (HFGN), [12]
proposed a model (DVBPR) established on visual and
personal preference-based recommendation, Siamese CNN,
and conditional GANs used for visual semantic features
extractions. Additionally, DVBPR was the extension of
VBPR [9], where researchers investigate the importance of
visual features on users’ opinions to make a personalized
recommendation for multimedia products. .e Semantic
Attribute Explainable Recommender System (SAERS) [31]
proposed a fashion recommendation based on user semantic
attributes. .e semantic user attributes have been extracted
using a fine-grained interpretable semantic space based on
high-level visual semantic features. In [32], the author
proposed a dependent generative adversarial model to solve
the pairing problem in fashion recommendations based on
visual similarity. However, conventional visual features
(low-level) are not enough to extract aesthetic information
from images. Low-level visual features use MGPEC features
and color histograms to portray user preference about a
product. Researches also investigated the importance of
aesthetic features in recommendations systems to model

Table 1: State-of-the-art methods used for video game recommendation.

Study Technique
Features

Metadata Profile expansion Textual Visual Rating
[18] CB ✓ 7 7 7 ✓
[19] Regression ✓ ✓ 7 7 ✓
[16] Factorization algorithm 7 7 7 7 ✓
[21] Fm and Deepfm ✓ ✓ ✓ 7 ✓
[22] Hybrid ✓ ✓ 7 7 ✓
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user preferences [33, 34]. Aesthetic features contain more
valuable information for modern recommendation systems
having rich visual content such as video games, food recipes,
and movie recommendation systems.

Tables 1 and 2 show existing studies in recommendation
systems that provide a promising result using user prefer-
ences and visual features. Additionally, literature studies
show that visual features for video games have not been
considered for recommendation. However, the user’s
preference data is competence sparse, and the lack of textual
information for new items does not help generate a user
preference profile. .erefore, we proposed a model to
predict user preference by combining visual features with a
user profile. .e presented model consists of two compo-
nents: user profile expansion and designing of a deep rec-
ommendation model.

3. Deep Visual Semantic Multimedia
Recommendation System

In this section, we introduced the detail of the proposed
model. We first present the overall framework of the pro-
posed methodology in Subsection 3.1. Next, we detail the
profile expansion to extract visual semantic features and user
profile design in Subsections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

3.1. Basic Framework D-VSMR. Considering the impact of
multimedia features on user preference, we propose a
recommendation model; namely, D-VSMR (deep learn-
ing-based visual semantic multimedia recommendation
systems) is presented. .e elements of the multimedia
dataset are denoted as M � [l1, l2, l3, . . ., ln], whereas the
elements of items (I) consist of visual feature (V), user
profile preference (UR), and product details (P), that is, I ∈
[V x UR x P]. We consider implicit product visual fea-
tures, that is, V, and explicit user and product features,
that is, UR and P of each item. .e D-VSMR model
consists of two main components, that is, user profile
expansion and designing of deep recommendation model,
as shown in Figure 1. For the user profile expansion
component, first, we acquire a multimedia dataset and
then retrieve the visual semantic features. .e retrieved
visual semantic features are integrated and extended to
user profile preferences. .e extended user profile fea-
tures, including category, title, and description, are fed
into the second component. In the second component, a
deep recommendation model is created to learn the user
preferences (user and product features). Overall,
D-VSMR used visual semantic product attributes to learn
the potential preference of users to predict the rating
given by the users and estimate the ranking of the
products using user preferences. .e steps of D-VSMR are
explained in Algorithm 1. Table 3 shows the notation used
for developing the presented recommendation model.
Figure 2 shows the detailed architecture of D-VSMR. In
the following subsections, we will discuss the details of the
profile expansion and deep recommendation model
components.

3.2. User Profile Expansion. .is component is designed to
expand user profile preferences using visual semantic
features. Traditionally recommendation algorithms uti-
lize explicit details of product and user, that is, rating,
occupation, country, and tags, to increase the recom-
mendation accuracy. .is work combines product fea-
tures (category, genres, description, and title) and user
preference (rating, user id, occupation, and gender) with
visual semantic features. .e profile expansion compo-
nent is designed to extract visual semantic features, which
is then used to expand user profile preference. In order to
extract the visual semantic features, RCNN has been used
[35]. RCNN is a region-based convolutional neural
network. RCNN uses a selective search method and ex-
tracts 2000 regions from each image [36]. .ese regions
are referred to as a region proposal. After extraction of
proposed regions, rescale and transformation on each
region are performed. Each region proposal is converted
into a fixed image size. A pretrain convolutional neural
network model AlexNet is applied for feature extraction
[37]. In the next step, an SVM classifier is used to predict
the object class. .e task of the SVM classifier is to extract
2000 regions proposal using a selective search on a test
image. Scoring for each extracted feature for each class is
performed using the SVM. A greedy nonmaximum
suppression is used to reject any region if it overlaps with
higher scoring. Specifically, after the nonmaximum
suppression, we add a new layer and remove all the
features less than or equal to the defined threshold value,
that is, score ≤ 0.5. Finally, RCNN extracts implicit visual
features, where the feature set is denoted by F and R is
each set of regions. Hence, F ∈R f x s, where f denotes the
extracted proposed region in the image and s denotes the
prediction probability of the feature, where VSF � [F1, F2,
F3, . . ., Fn] and F ∈ [[f1 × s, f2 × s, f3 × s, . . ., fn × s]].

User profile expansion builds a strong association
between user profiles, textual product attributes, and each
item’s semantic visual attributes. While combining the
product features, a dictionary of the bag of words is
established using the term-frequency-inverse document
(TF-ID) technique (eq1) and porter stemming algorithm.
.e TF-ID helps to identify the frequency of each word in
the corpus and later on helps to identify the stop words
(is, this, and products), stemming (games and game), and
noise words (controller and price). .e feature set has
four (4) features users_id, rating, product id, implicit
product features, and explicit product features.

tf(t, d) �
ft,d

t′∈dft′ ,d
. (1)

Based on the future set mentioned in equation (1), we
implement the deep recommendation system using the
semantic feature vector to predict items to the targeted user
where Tf is the term frequency and d reflects the dictionary.

3.3.DeepRecommendation. .is component is designed to
estimate the probability of user likeness using users and
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product features interaction. .e goal of this component
is to increase the recommendation accuracy. For this
purpose, a deep neural network along with a factorization
machine is implemented that learns user and product
features interactions using the given feature vector or
data. .e given recorded data contains features consisting
of categorial, highly sparse, and dense features. .erefore,
an embedding layer transforms the input features to a low
dimension feature vector input using FM..is layer helps
to reduce the overwhelming of the training network. We
used FM for elementwise multiplication to obtain a joint
feature vector. .e user preference is obtained from the
visual preference of the product for the targeted product,

where (w, x) represents the user features and the inner
product (vi, vj) represents the product features. A deep
neural network component estimates the prediction and
likeness score for item v from user u. Additionally, to
reduce the need for an extensive pretraining process for a
recommendation, DNN along with FM is used for
learning [38]. .ese steps are shown in equations (2) to
(6).

f(0) � [e1, e2, . . . , em], (2)

a
(l+1)

� σ W
(l)

a
(l)

+ b
(l)

 , (3)

YFM � w0 + 
d

i�1
wixi + 

d

i�1


d

j�i+1
vi, vj xixj, (4)

YDN N � σ W
|H|+1

.a
H

+ b
|H|+1

  (5)

yDf m � σ YFM + YDN N( . (6)

.e semantic information is data driven since the rules
to extract visual semantic features are learned from the data.
Compared with the traditional visual-aware recommenda-
tion system, our D-VSMR is more comprehensive and
objective. Another advantage of the reported work is that it
can be applied to recommend visually aware video games to
reduce the lengthy process.

As mentioned in Algorithm 1, the proposed method is a
combination of RCNN and Deepfm. However, the RCNN
performs a selective search about 2000 times on each image.
.erefore, it is the most time-consuming step in the pro-
posed model. .e time complexity of RCNN and Deepfm is
all O (N2 +N), where N donates the number of epochs.

Table 2: State-of-the-art methods used for visual semantic recommendation.

Methods Approaches Low level High level
DVBPR [12] CNN 7 ✓
VBPR [9] BPR (Bayesian personalized algorithm) 7 ✓
SAERS [31] PairWise learning 7 ✓
HybridFM [40] Ann ✓ 7

ADCFA [33] PairWise learning ✓ 7

TranSearch [39] Searching algorithm 7 ✓

User Profile
Expansion DeepFM Recommendation

Visual
Information

Product
Information

Visual Feature

Product Feature

Figure 1: Component of proposed methodology D-VSMR.

Table 3: Notations used in this paper.

Notations Description
VSMR Visual semantic multimedia recommendation system
VSF Visual semantic features
U User set
I Multimedia items
D Document set
Ft,d Frequency of each feature
t ∈ d Total number of features
Yfm .e output of the FM layer
YDNN .e output of the DNN layer
E Embedding layers
A Activation function
w0 Global bias for FM
vi, vj Product features
UPE User profile expansion
R Product rating
F Feature extracted proposal region
S Prediction probability/score
Tf Term frequency
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4. Evaluation Methodology

.is section discusses the experiments, evaluation, and the
existing datasets, their limitations, and the need for a new
proposed dataset. In Subsection 4.1, we explain the available
multimedia datasets, their limitations, and data collection
for the experiments. To evaluate the performance of the
D-VSMR, we perform our experiments on two datasets. In
Subsection 4.2, the evaluation metrics will be discussed,
whereas in Subsection 4.3, the experimental design and the
comparison of the D-VSMR with the baseline methods are
presented.

4.1. Datasets. Multimedia recommendation systems need
large datasets for learning models and recommendations. To
the best of our knowledge, very few multimedia datasets are
available that can be used for multimedia recommendation

systems, for example, Netflix, MovieLens, and Amazon
datasets. MovieLens and Netflix datasets contain movies and
visual content that do not contain uniform semantic objects;
for example, actors do not have the same guise and role in a
different context. In addition, the Amazon dataset contains
visual and textual content with minimal visual description.
Table 4 shows the comprehensive statistics of the three
datasets. .ese datasets lack uniform or semantic attributes.
Netflix and MovieLens datasets are from different domains
and contain different features, which are not suitable for
verifying and validating the D-VSMR. However, the Am-
azon dataset contains very few visual features, that is, one
image per item; such small data is not recommended for
visual features learning. .erefore, we created a multimedia
dataset (vision game) for learning visual semantic features
and user preference for the proposed model; we used
Amazon and our dataset (vision game) for testing and
validation.

Deep Recommendation Component

Architecture of D-VSMR

Car = No

Aeroplan = Yes

Solider = Yes

VSF

Multimedia
Dataset

I={U,P,V}

Category, Title, 
DescriptionProduct details

Visual Data

User Profile Expansion Component

Preprocessing

User Profile Expansion

Sparse Features
VSM UR PD Field n

Embedding
Layers

FMcomponent

DNNcomponent

Output Unit

..............

ene3e2e1

Figure 2: .e detailed architecture of D-VSMR (https://mizostudio.com/).

Input: the user set U, the multimedia item set I, the item description document C, the one-hot coding user rating features, and
product images URLs.
Epoch, the iterations for each training

(1) Visual semantic feature learning (V (VSF)� visual semantic feature learning I (V, UR, and P))
(2) Using the trained model, extract Visual Features of each image of items using the RCNN model
(3) User profile expansion (user profile expansion I (VSF, UR, and P))

Extract the textual attributes of the product using description genre tags and product details
(i) Perform NLP tasks to remove noisy words
(ii) Stemming
(iii) TF-ID: to remove high frequency and stop words
(4) .e given recorded data contain raw features, which contain categorial, highly sparse, and dense I (VSF, UR, and UPE)
(5) Recommendation using Deepfm

Output: the recommendation for the targeted user

ALGORITHM 1: Deep-VSMR.
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4.2. Data Collection and Preparation. A dataset is created
using Google Scrapper (a library for Play Store data
crawling)..is library provides the information of apps such
as users, rating, and visual content of apps. For data
scrapping, games data is selected considering that it provides
rich semantic visual features for model learning and attri-
butes for data recommendation. Furthermore, games have
been divided into genres, and each genre has semantic in-
formation associated with the genre. Table 5 shows the
details of each genre’s data, including visual features.
.erefore, semantic information of genres objects classifi-
cation and retrieval is used for visual features collections.
Additionally, metadata is also provided by the Play Store in
which users, ratings, tags, and descriptions are included..e
scrapper provides around 41 features like overall score, time,
country, installs, versions, editors, and developer informa-
tion. Features such as installed versions of applications that
are not useful for prediction and recommendations have
been removed.

4.3. EvaluationMetrics. In the literature of recommendation
systems, the item-based recommendation is performed
using item ranking accuracy models. .e evaluation metric
for ranking prediction is based on the performance of
models, and we evaluate the performance using evaluation
metrics AUC and NDCG according to equations (7) and (8).
.e AUC metrics measure the performance recommenda-
tion systems, whereas NDCGmetrics rank the positive items
in the list. .erefore, these metrics are used to measure the
performance of the D-VSMR and compare results with
basslines.

AUC �
1

|U|

u

1
|E(u)|


(i,j)∈E(u)

δ x‘u,i > x‘u,j , (7)

NDCG �
1
Z



N

k�1

2relk − 1
log2(k + 1)

. (8)

For the sake of simplicity, all the reported results will be
presented in a range of 0–100%. Some of the parameters
remained constant throughout the experiments, that is, 30
epochs for training, dropout rate, 0.1, and batch size to 256.

4.4. Experimental Design and Baselines. We compared the
performance of the proposed methodology with recom-
mendations based on product implicit (semantic visual
features) and explicit features (product details and met-
adata), verified the accuracy of the proposed model by
comparing it with other recommendation models using two

datasets, that is, the existing datasets of Amazon, and created
a dataset for the game on Google Play Store.

.ree different evaluation strategies were used to verify
the effectiveness of the D-VSMRS from different aspects:

(i) .e impact of the D-VSMR over other visual rec-
ommendation systems: to evaluate the performance
of the D-VSMR in the recommendation, we com-
pare it with the following state of the visual art
features-based methods: DVBPR [12], VBPR [9],
TranSearch mode (toys and game) [39], SAERS [31],
ADCFA [33], and HybridFM [40].

(ii) Performance comparison with state-of-the-art game
recommendation methods: to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the D-VSRM model, we compare the
state-of-the-art game recommendation techniques
to ensure the reliability of our results.

(iii) .e impact of the user profile expansion using
semantic features: analyze the effectiveness of user
profile expansion over traditional techniques to
verify the importance and influence of visual
features.

(iv) .e impact of Deepfm for visual semantic recom-
mendation: to analyze the results of user profile
expansion and the impact of the deep factorization
machine on visual semantic attributes of user profile
expansion.

5. Experimental Results

In this section, the experimental results of D-VSMR are
discussed. Additionally, we also compare our results with the
state-of-the-art game recommendation algorithms. We also
compare the results of visual semantic features with tradi-
tional recommendation methods such as tags and product
details.

Table 6 and Figure 3 show the results of the features
during recommendation. .ese results have been produced
using semantic visual features (VSF), tags (T), and product
details (PD) on two different datasets, vision game and
Amazon. .e reported results have shown that the proposed
approach provides better results in terms of accuracy and
performance. We conclude that the recommendation and
training performance of the D-VSMR is better with VSF on
both datasets. As mentioned before, visual features of items
contain plenty of user and item implicit and explicit pref-
erence information. .is information helps the model to
understand the relationship between users and items better.
Encouragingly, the results show that our model showed
better results than traditional metadata-based attributes and

Table 4: Multimedia recommendation systems datasets.

Multimedia recommendation systems datasets
Dataset Multimedia Users Items Ratings Visual details (ground truth)
Amazon ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Netflix ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 7

MovieLens ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 7

Steam ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 7

Scientific Programming 7



product explicit information. .e proposed approach pro-
vides the best results for multimedia game recommendation
and outperforms other techniques.

Table 7 and Figure 4 show the comparison of the
D-VSMR with other state-of-the-art techniques. Overall,

D-VSMR consistently and significantly outperforms all the
baselines across two datasets in AUC and NDCG. .e
performance of vision game is better from a huge margin
than the others, mainly because of the more numbers of
visual features in vision game compared to Amazon.

Table 5: Visual features categories for semantic attributes.

Genre-class Genre Semantic attributes
Roleplaying Adventure, first-person, third-person, and role playing Unlock states and third-person games scene
Strategy Turn-based, strategy, puzzle, and platformer Blocks, words, robe, and rings
Sports Sports, racing, and wrestling Car, bat, ball tennis, and so on
Action Action Gun, soldiers, fire, and jeep

Table 6: Results Of D-VSMR where T, PD, and VSF denote tags, product details, and visual semantic features, respectively.

Type
Accuracy NDCG

T PD VSF

Google
✓ 7 7 81.34 0.0235
✓ ✓ 7 83.15 0.0209
✓ ✓ ✓ 95.84 0.0340

Amazon
✓ 7 7 58.67 0.0342
✓ ✓ 7 66.25 0.0675
✓ ✓ ✓ 72.08 0.1384
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Figure 3: Performance compared with the product features on the Amazon and Google Play datasets. PD and VSM denote product features
and visual semantic features, respectively.
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Another reason is that the vison game is purely based on
games dataset; however, the Amazon dataset has some other
products too. DVBPR is an extension of VBPR [9], tailored
for a visually aware recommendation for fashion items.
DVBPR achieved 79% accuracy using end-to-end learning
and CNN model, and VBPR achieved 78% accuracy using
learning of user preference from implicit feedback. At the
same time, the D-VSMR outperformed over DVBPR and
VBPR and achieved 95% accuracy, which shows that our
model improved 16% compared to these existing multi-
media recommendation models. TranSearch is a multimodel
personalized product search method that relies on textual
queries and gives preference to visual modalities. TranSearch
shows overall 83% improved NDCG over clothing products
and 7% improved results for office items, whereas, for toys
and games, it shows 3% improved results. In contrast, the
D-VSMR improved the NDCG to 0.034 and outperformed
over Tran search.

.e results show that VSF plays an important role in
multimedia recommendation systems and outperforms
other methods. .e profile expansion using visual semantic
features surpassed the other features for traditional tags and
product details. .is demonstrates the importance of profile
expansion using visual features, which play an important
role in multimedia product recommendations. Table 7
shows that the profile expansion using VSF shows 12%
improved results for the vision game and 5% improved
results for Amazon datasets. However, profile expansion
using only tags shows the worst performance.

Due to a lack of studies, we could only compare our
model with three state-of-the-art video game recommen-
dation systems. .e recommendation performance of
STEAMer [41] and Implicit feedback reviews [21] performed

better than the D-VSMR model. .is may prove that textual
reviews contain more information regarding users’ behav-
iors and preferences. However, both studies have used a
steam dataset with many users, that is, 100 million and
70,912, respectively. .erefore, these systems outperformed
our model. In the case of a large number of users, we believe
that our systemwill also provide better recommendations. In
another recent study, the authors utilized hybrid filtering
that included users’ account properties, reviews, achieve-
ments, and played hours [22]. D-VSMR model consistently
achieves the best accuracy scores across the three baseline
techniques, that is, tags, product attributes, and visual fea-
tures. In contrast to the models that use user reviews and
perform sentiment analysis on massive datasets, D-VSMR
utilizes the visual features to decrease data sparsity, which
leads to better recommendation results. Additionally, in the
studies that utilized steam datasets and considered users’
account properties achievements and played hours,
D-VSMR utilized only implicit and explicit product features
to better understand the user preferences.

5.1. Computational Complexity. Figure 5 shows the com-
parison among the time complexity of the profile expansion
with tags, product details, and VSF. In the case of tags, the
time needed for the training is less than the time needed for
visual semantic features. .is is attributed to the calcula-
tions and operations performed for visual features. How-
ever, such time delay is not observed for the achieved
accuracy. .e improvement in recommendation and user
satisfaction is more important. .e machine used for ex-
periments has 6 GB-GPU, core i7, and Windows 10
installed.

Table 7: State-of-the-art visual features-based multimedia recommendation systems.

Methods Evaluation methods Results (%)
DVBPR [12] AUC 79.64
VBPR [9] AUC 78.34
SAERS [31] AUC 80.17
HybridFM [40] AUC 71.8
Proposed model (D-VSMR) AUC 95.87
TranSearch mode (toys and game) [39] NDCG 0.120
ADCFA [33] NDCG 0.0200
Proposed model (D-VSMR) NDCG 0.1384
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Figure 4: Baseline multimedia recommendation systems using visual features.
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6. Discussion

.e D-VSMR contributes to two research areas of modern
recommendation systems, that is, improvement in multi-
media recommendation systems and the role of VSF in the
game recommendation systems. .is section will discuss the
importance of reported results according to the evaluation
metrics for multimedia recommendations.

.e basic idea of extracting semantic attributes using the
deep learning model is to reduce the error of human-based
tagging; therefore, deep learning models have been trained on
semantic attributes. .e training model extracts and provides
semantic attributes without being human-biased. .e per-
sonalized user profile, especially feeding all the recommen-
dations’ attributes, performs better than a nonpersonalized
recommendation. Interestingly, the proposed model shows
extraordinary results in terms of accuracy of recommenda-
tion. .e presented work is one of its types that shows better
performance in terms of items recommendation for video
game systems. Additionally, the reported results show that the
performance of the proposed model highly depends upon the
visual features; that is, having better visual features results in
better recommendation performance. In general, low-level
visual features have been used for uniform objects such as
food [28], games, and movies (very few) [11]. .is research
used high-level semantic visual features, and D-VSMR sig-
nificantly outperformed over automatically extracted low-
level visual features [11]. It is worth mentioning that our
model outperformed the tag-based and user-based recom-
mendation techniques, that is, MF and SDA. .is is because
we considered the interaction of multimedia and user fea-
tures..is work is based on dual neural networks, one trained
for feature extraction and the second for the recommendation
of items. Remarkably, recommendation using visual features
shows better results than traditional content-based recom-
mendation techniques, that is, tags-based and manually
extracted visual features [42–44].

We believe that such architecture will help form a richer
recommendation, where content and users are more closely
linked. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first

and comprehensive attempt to consider the product’s visual
preferences and the details of the product to expand user
profile. Deep factorization machine along with the visual
features of product outperforms in most of the cases. .e
conducted experiments verify the effectiveness of the model.
In the last decade, researchers paid attention to video games
recommendation systems using textual attributes. However,
the high-level visual semantic attributes exceed the baselines
and show better results with a large margin. .is indicates
that visual preference contains more information. Inte-
grating the high-level visual semantic features of products
can boost the recommendation performance more. Fur-
thermore, the robust and varied features of the video game
used in this research to investigate the relation of visual
content in-game recommendation systems have opened a
new door for the video game recommendation industry.

7. Conclusion

.e video game recommendation systems were presented in
this research. .is work is based on content-based recom-
mendations along with visual semantic features. In addition, a
deep neural network was presented to obtain better recom-
mendations. .e visual features have been obtained using an
RCNN in which the model proposed regions of interest. .ese
regions have been used to elevate the recommendation process
and retrieve interesting features. .e proposed system focused
on the visual semantic features of video games that contain rich
implicit information. A deep neural network with a factor-
ization machine is used to improve the recommendation
performance. .e reported results show that the presented
work outperforms traditional techniques and shows remark-
able performance on a multimedia dataset with the visual
modality. Finally, this work has investigated the importance of
visual features. It indicates that incorporating the high-level
semantic attributes of products can boost the recommendation
performance for those systems where visual user preference
contains more information. As a possible future line of re-
search, it is possible to make a joint multimedia recommen-
dation system based on visual and textual modalities.
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Figure 5: Time complexity of D-VSMR, where t tags, P is products details, and V is visual semantic features.
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Data Availability

.e data that support the findings of this study (Amazon and
Google Play Store) are openly available at https://nijianmo.
github.io/amazon/index.html, reference number [15], and
https://play.google.com/store/search?q�games∼amp;c�apps.
Google Play Store data were generated using google_play_-
scraper (https://pypi.org/project/google-play-scraper/). .e
raw data that support the findings are available on Google
Drive at https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1G_zaTX7Be
8TgG0SYEpNc0ZGx0ytqV52N?usp�sharing, following a 6-
month embargo from the date of publication to allow for the
commercialization of research findings. Derived data sup-
porting the findings of this study are available from the
corresponding author (Fasiha Ikram) upon request.
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